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Abstract 

 

False Memory in Adults Who Do and Do Not Stutter 

 

Ladaun Shereen Jackson, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Courtney Byrd 

 

The purpose of this study was to further explore previously observed differences 

in phonological processing between adults who do and do not stutter through a list recall 

task.  Three types of lists of words were generated according to their associations with a 

lure word: phonological, semantic, and hybrid.  For the experimental task, participants 

were instructed to listen to recordings of lists of 12 words, 4 of each type, and 

immediately recall them in any order.  We looked at recall accuracy and rate of 

production of each list’s associated lure word.  For recall accuracy, phonological lists 

were lowest, hybrid lists were in the middle, and semantic lists were highest. For 

production of the critical lure, phonological lists were the lowest, semantic lists were in 

the middle, and hybrid lists were highest.  The pattern was the same for recall accuracy 

and critical lure production for both talker groups; however, the adults who stutter had 

lower means for each condition in both cases.  The results provide further evidence that 

there are systematic and significant differences in the phonological working memory 

efficiency of AWS and AWNS, which may contribute to fluency differences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stuttering is defined as a disorder of language planning and motor execution that 

leads to disruptions in normal speech fluency.  The primary symptoms include repetitions 

of words or parts of words and prolongations of sounds or articulatory postures (Wijnen 

& Boers, 1994).  Developmental stuttering usually starts between the ages of 2 and 4 

(Paden, Yairi, & Ambrose, 1999), but a study by Yairi and Ambrose (1999) reported that 

74% of children who stutter actually recover, whereas only 26% of cases persist into 

adulthood.  Moreover, they reported that girls tend to recover more often and earlier than 

boys.  Potential contributors to the development of stuttering include motor 

discoordination (Wijnen & Boers, 1994) and deficits of phonological encoding, 

specifically in terms of phonological working memory.  Understanding the involvement 

of phonological memory in stuttering is one way to clarify the linguistic components of 

the disorder (Bajaj, 2007). 
Phonological processing involves storing verbal information in long- and short-

term memory stores for later retrieval.   According to Baddeley’s (2003) model, the part 

of short-term memory known as working memory consists of three components: the 

central executive, the phonological loop, and the visuospatial sketchpad.  The first two 

components are relevant to phonological working memory.  The central executive is an 

attentional mediator between the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad.  The 

phonological loop comprises a phonological store, which holds memory traces 

temporarily, and subvocal rehearsal, or covert repetition of the target that serves to 

refresh the decaying memory trace.  The word-length effect provides evidence for this 

use of subvocal rehearsal, as research shows that working memory span declines as the 

number of syllables in target words increases (Byrd, Vallely, Anderson & Sussman, in 
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press).  The greater number of syllables in the word allows less time for rehearsal of the 

complete list of words, thus negatively affecting recall ability. 

The majority of studies that have looked at deficits of phonological abilities in 

stuttering have focused on children (Wijnen & Boers, 1994; Paden, Yairi, & Ambrose, 

1999; Byrd, Conture, & Ohde, 2007; Coulter, Anderson, & Conture, 2009; Louko, 

Edwards, & Conture, 1990; Anderson & Conture, 2000; Hakim & Ratner, 2004).  The 

evidence indicates that there are delays and/or differences in various parts of the 

phonological systems of children who stutter, including phonological encoding, the use 

of phonological processes during articulation, overall phonological development, and 

remembering and reproducing novel phonological sequences.    Few studies, however, 

have explored whether or not these deficits persist in adults who continue to stutter.   

Ludlow, Siren and Zikria (1997) completed a preliminary investigation of the 

non-word repetition abilities of adults who stutter. Five adults who do and do not stutter 

repeated two four-syllable nonwords multiple times. As both groups repeated the words, 

production accuracy increased.  In other words, both groups exhibited a practice effect. 

However, the degree of improvement differed. Adults who stutter did not appear to 

receive as much benefit from practice as their percentage of consonants correct was still 

lower than that of adults who do not stutter after each group completed multiple 

productions of the two novel words.  The authors suggested this difference in practice 

effect lends support to the notion that persons who stutter have less efficient phonological 

encoding skills than persons who do not stutter. However, to date it is not clear if this 

difference in repetition of nonwords would be comparable in the repetition of real words 

in a list recall task, particularly one which is developed to differentiate between short and 

the long term memory through phonologically versus semantically related words.  
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Another recent study by Byrd et al. measured the phonological working memory 

abilities of adults who stutter with a nonword repetition task, but also included phoneme 

elision task.  Fourteen adults who stutter and fourteen adult nonstutterers listened to 48 

nonwords, repeated them as they heard them, and then followed given directions to repeat 

them with a sound missing.  Results showed the productions of 2-4 syllable words 

between adults who do and do not stutter was comparable, but that adults who stutter had 

more difficulty repeating 7-syllable words, in that they required a higher mean number of 

attempts before accurate repetition.   Evidence suggests that in typical speakers, shorter 

words are easier to remember because there is opportunity for multiple productions 

during subvocal rehearsal (Bosshardt, 1990).  Since subvocal rehearsal is less efficient for 

adults who stutter (Bosshardt & Nandyal, 1988; Bosshardt, 1993), nonwords in their 

working memories are subject to more rapid decay, reducing their ability to accurately 

repeat novel words.  The authors suggest that the difference in phonological working 

memory between adults who do and do not stutter may not be apparent until the system is 

challenged, such as at the 7-syllable word level.  

Differences between adults who do and do not stutter have also been 

demonstrated through silent reading tasks.  Adults who stutter are slower at silent 

reading, indicating that the problem is not limited to motor execution difficulty, but also 

involves a phonological encoding component (Bosshardt, 1990; Bosshardt & Nandyal, 

1988).  In fact, evidence suggests that motor processes are activated through 

subvocalization during memory tasks, and incorrect articulatory production has been 

shown to precipitate incorrect perception, storage, and rehearsal of information (Bajaj, 

2007).  Bosshardt (1990) performed an investigation into the differences in silent and oral 
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reading times between stutterers and nonstutterers with 39 adult and 59 child participants, 

who read one list of 12 unrelated nouns aloud and another list silently for three different 

trials.  The results showed a significant difference between child stutterers for both 

reading conditions, but the difference was diminished in adults, suggesting that 

phonological abilities increase with age.  For the oral reading task, adult stutterers 

showed a latency of 920 ms between presentation and initiation of speech production, 

while nonstutterers had a shorter latency period duration of 772 ms.  For silent reading, 

mean presentation times were 1627 ms for stutters and 1111 ms for nonstutterers in the 

child age group, but the difference was negligible for the adult group (758 ms for 

stutterers, 764 ms for nonstutterers).  The small difference in latency times for adult 

stutterers may be due to the fact that since participants read real words, they were 

bypassing the phonological encoding processes that are theoretically impaired.  However, 

oral reading latency was slower because participants had to go through the impaired 

phonological storage and retrieval system.  This further accounts for the significant 

difference in latency times observed in the child stutterers, as they are perhaps less able to 

bypass impaired phonological encoding while reading due to their relatively smaller 

vocabulary size. 

Bosshardt (1993) completed another study exploring silent reading rates in adults 

who do and do not stutter with similar findings as his 1990 study.  Bosshardt measured 

the overt and subvocal reading rates of 19 adults who stutter and 30 adults who do not 

stutter as they read 4 out of 96 nonsense CVC syllables.  The syllables were arranged by 

meaningfulness, meaning the average amount of semantic associations the word could 

elicit after presentation.  Results found that stutterers had poorer recall for the correct 
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serial positions of the targets and were more sensitive to the effects of task order and 

meaningfulness of syllables than nonstutterers.  The author suggests that while slower 

phonological encoding and subvocal rehearsal times for stutterers can account for the part 

of the observed differences in talker groups, subconscious differences in types of 

phonological representations may also play a role. 

Together, these data suggest that deficits in phonological memory are associated 

with the disorder of stuttering, but further exploration beyond nonword tasks is necessary 

to understand how these deficits manifest.  There is individual variation in susceptibility 

to lure words in the Deese-Roediger-McDermott DRM paradigm.  In a 2011 study, 

Dewhurst, Thorley, Hammond and Ormerod show that people who differ in brain 

organization show differences in rates of false recall.  Therefore, we can reasonably 

expect to see differences in these rates when comparing AWS to AWNS due to the 

theoretical differences between the two groups in terms of working memory, or 

phonological memory.  The DRM technique used in the present study has been used 

extensively in the memory and language literature, but to date, it has not been used to 

date to tap into the working memory abilities of people who stutter.    

The DRM paradigm was originally developed in a study by Deese (1959) and 

expanded in a study by Roediger and McDermott (1995). The technique involves using 

lists of 12 words associated with one word that is not on the list (i.e. the “critical lure”).   

For example, for the critical lure “wet” in the present study, the list of semantically 

related words includes slippery, damp, splash, and humid.  For the same word, the list of 

phonologically related words includes vet, watt, west, and wit.  The corresponding hybrid 

list would contain half phonologically related words and half semantically related words.  
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The use of the DRM technique allows for the exploration of the phonological systems of 

typical as well as disordered populations, since phonological encoding and retrieval rely 

on working memory (Bajaj, 2007; Baddeley, 2003). 

Non-presented words have been shown to be reliably elicited from participants 

based on the associative strength between the lure word and the list word (Deese, 1959; 

Gallo & Roediger, 2001).  Early studies using the DRM word lists do not divide strength 

of associations based on linguistic domains (phonological associates vs. semantic 

associates).  However, one model of memory storage and retrieval called the fuzzy trace 

theory (FTT) provides an excellent framework for false memory effects observed in 

recalling lists of words associated phonologically and semantically. 

The basic idea of FTT is that an event creates two traces in the mind of the 

experiencer: a verbatim trace and a gist trace.  The verbatim trace encodes the surface 

representation of the event in short-term memory, whereas the gist trace encodes the 

meaning of the event in long-term memory.  In the case of words, the verbatim trace 

contains phonological information and the gist trace contains semantic information.  

False memory patterns arise from the human brain’s tendency to recall the meaning of an 

event, or the gist trace, more readily than the actual details of the event, or the verbatim 

trace (Reyna & Brainerd, 1998; Brainerd & Reyna, 2002).  Support for this theoretical 

division in short-term memory storage can be found in an investigation by Fuentemilla et 

al. (2009), which determined through fMRI that brain activity during memory tasks 

follows the pattern predicted by FTT. 

Speed of decay varies by trace category.  Research has shown that memory of 

meaning/concepts tends to last longer than memory of surface details (Kintsch & Monk, 
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1972; Reyna & Brainerd, 1995), so the gist trace should disappear after the verbatim 

trace, making gist information relatively last to be forgotten.  Verbatim traces support 

“recollection”, which is defined as vividly remembering or picturing the moment of 

hearing the word in a specific context, while gist traces support a feeling of familiarity, 

which is a less specific form of remembering (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002).  Therefore, gist 

traces are more conducive to false memory, whereas verbatim traces are less conducive to 

false memory.  An investigation by Toglia, Neuschatz, and Goodwin (1999) showed that 

both recall accuracy and false recall of critical lure words increased when participants 

read lists of words that were semantically associated as opposed to lists that were non-

semantically organized.  In the context of the present study, participants will be able to 

use the gist trace in the semantically related word lists to support overall recall, but will 

only have the verbatim trace in the phonological list.  An additional challenge for recall 

will be difficulty distinguishing target words from each other in the phonological list 

since their memory traces are highly similar.   

The strength of the availability for retrieval for verbatim and gist traces can be 

manipulated through the use of differentiated word lists (Toglia et al., 1999).  In the 

present study, three types of DRM lists are used to this end: phonological associates, 

semantic associates, and hybrid associates.  The phonological lists will support the 

verbatim trace since phonology is a surface feature, and semantic lists will support the 

gist trace since the words are associated by concept or meaning.  Since gist traces support 

false memory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002), the FTT predicts that both AWS and AWNS 

would have the highest rates of false recall on the semantic lists, the lowest rates on the 

phonological lists, and that rates would fall somewhere in the middle for the hybrid lists.  
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Likewise, veridical recall should be highest for phonological lists, lowest for semantic 

lists, and somewhere in the middle for hybrid lists. With hybrid lists, the gist information 

carried by the semantically related words reinforces the verbatim information carried by 

the phonological lists, increasing veridical recall above the rate of the phonological list 

only.  Conversely, the additional gist information also increases activation of related 

words not present on the list, thus decreasing recall accuracy relative to the semantic lists. 

In terms of the production of the critical lure word, we expect that phonological 

lists will show the lowest rate, semantic lists will have higher rates, and hybrid lists will 

have the highest rate due to an over-additive effect, meaning that the rate for the hybrid 

lists will be greater than the average of the rates of pure semantic and pure phonological 

lists (Watson, Balota & Sergent-Marshall, 2001).  Watson, Balota, & Roediger (2002) 

performed three investigations into recall of the critical lure using the DRM paradigm.  

Their first experiment found that probability of falsely recalling the critical lure increased 

from .24 with semantic lists to .49 with hybrid lists; the second and third experiments 

successfully replicated and expanded these findings.   

Another important factor that influences recall accuracy is list position.  Words at 

the beginning and end of the list tend to be correctly remembered at higher rates than 

words in the middle (Tan & Ward, 2000; Murdock, 1962).  These effects are referred to 

as primacy and recency, respectively.  The primacy effect is seen as the result of the 

participant having an optimal amount of time to rehearse the target, whereas the recency 

effect is due to the fact that the target word has not yet decayed in working memory. 

In summary, the primary purpose of this study is to determine the differences 

between AWS and AWNS in terms of rates of veridical and false recall as a way to 
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further understand the phonological working memory of AWS.  We predict that with 

phonologically organized lists we will see lower veridical recall and fewer words recalled 

overall in AWS due to the relative instability of the verbatim trace in their working 

memory.  We predict that with the semantically organized lists, both groups will 

demonstrate comparable rates of veridical recall and production of the critical lure words.  

On hybrid lists, veridical recall rates will be lower for AWS than for AWNS, but rates of 

false recall and recall of the critical lure should be lower.  AWS will not experience the 

overadditive effect of having access to both the gist and verbatim traces present in the 

hybrid list. 
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METHODS 

PARTICIPANTS 

Fifteen participants between age 18;5 and 36;4 were recruited to participate in the 

current study through the University of Texas Speech and Hearing Center (UTSHC), the 

local Austin National Stuttering Association Chapter and contacts of graduate students at 

the University of Texas at Austin. All participants were paid for their participation. 

Approval for the completion of this study was provided by the University of Texas at 

Austin Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained for each 

participant. Participant characteristics and performance on standardized test measures are 

summarized in Table 1. 

CLASSIFICATION AND INCLUSION DATA 

Classification as a stutterer. All stuttering participants were members of the National 

Stuttering Association and self-identified as AWS. 

Hearing, speech, and language abilities.  Before the experimental task was completed, 

participants were administered the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Fourth Edition 

(PPVT-4), the Expressive Vocabulary Test, Second Edition (EVT-2) and the Memory for 

Digits and Nonword Repetition subtests of the Comprehensive Test of Phonological 

Processing (CTOPP) to assess expressive and receptive language as well as phonological 

skills, respectively.  In order to be included in the current study, all participants were 

required to be within the normal range on all test scores (see Table 1).   One participant, 

AWNS 4, was excluded from the study due to testing error.   
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MATERIALS 

 Word lists were selected from Watson, Balota, and Sergent-Marshall (2001). 

Forty-eight lists were used, each with 12 words. Lists were centered on 12 different 

critical lure words. For each word, 4 lists of 12 words each were developed:  12 

phonological associates for the phonological condition, 12 semantic associates for the 

semantic condition, and 6 semantic associates with 6 phonological associates, formed 

‘hybrid’ lists. Two hybrid lists for each lure word were used, one hybrid list in which the 

first word was a phonological associate, the second in which the first word was a 

semantic associate and so on in alternating order. In the second hybrid list, the first word 

was a semantic associate and the second was a phonological, and this pattern again 

alternated within that list. In total, there were three different sets of lists of semantic 

associates, three different sets of lists of hybrid associates beginning with a semantic 

associate and three different sets of lists of hybrid associates beginning with a 

phonological associate. Each set contained four lists of twelve words. 

In addition to these within list alternating patterns, the semantic, phonological and 

hybrid lists were presented to each subject in a different order.  Score sheets were created 

for each set of words (four lists made up each set) and labeled with the type of associates 

included in the lists and a letter (A-C) to differentiate between the sets of words. Copies 

of all blank score sheets as well as the participant protected score sheets used during this 

study can be found in Appendices 3 and 4, respectively. 

A female native English speaker with a standard American accent recorded the 

stimuli using an Olympus WS-321 M voice recorder.  Word lists were recorded 

individually and stored in separate files.  
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PROCEDURE 

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room.  Each list was presented in 

auditory form using Windows Media Player through the built-in stereo speakers of a 24-

inch Apple iMac with model number A1225.  During administration of the task, the 

participant was seated in a chair facing the speakers, which were approximately 4 feet 

away. The examiner sat directly in front of the computer screen and faced it.  

Prior to the presentation of the experimental lists, participants were presented with 

1 trial list of 12 unrelated words to ensure they understood the nature and requirements of 

the experimental task. For the experimental task, participants were presented with 12 lists 

of words, 4 lists in each condition (semantic, phonological, hybrid). The two types of 

hybrid lists were alternated between participants such that each participant heard only one 

type of hybrid list. The order of the sets of lists was counterbalanced across participants. 

As mentioned above, each set of lists was labeled with the type of associate it contained 

as well as a letter, A, B, or C. To facilitate and document counterbalanced sets across 

participants, a counterbalancing sheet was created (see Appendix A). For example, the 

first participant heard the set of semantic associates labeled A, the set of phonological 

associates labeled B, and the set of hybrid associates beginning with a semantic associate 

labeled C, while the second participant heard the set of semantic associates labeled B, the 

set of phonological associates labeled C, and the set of hybrid associates beginning with a 

phonological associate labeled A.  This resulted in each participant hearing three sets of 

lists with no two participants hearing the same three sets of lists.  

Prior to the presentation of the lists, participants were told that after each 

individual list was presented, he or she would be asked to verbally repeat all of the 

presented words he or she could remember in any order. The examiner marked the 
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presented words on the score sheet in the order they were recalled, as well as the lure 

word, and wrote in any other false memories and disfluencies produced as the participant 

said them aloud. After the participant stated that he or she could not recall any more 

items for that particular list, the next list was presented.  

Table 1. Participant Characteristics 

Code	   Gender	   Age	   Talker	  
Group	  

CTOPP	  
(CS)	  

CTOPP	  
(MD)	  

CTOPP	  
(NWR)	  

PPVT	  
(SS)	  

PPVT	  
(PR)	  

EVT	  
(SS)	  

EVT	  
(PR)	  

AWNS1	   F	   21;10	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   97	   10	   9	   98	   45	   106	   66	  

AWNS2	   F	   21;3	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   124	   14	   14	   97	   42	   116	   86	  

AWNS3	   F	   21;2	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   106	   11	   11	   109	   73	   123	   94	  

AWNS4	   F	   21;9	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   94	   10	   8	   114	   82	   -‐-‐	   -‐-‐	  

AWNS5	   F	   22;6	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   97	   11	   8	   84	   14	   86	   18	  

AWNS6	   F	   19;10	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   82	   9	   5	   99	   47	   104	   61	  

AWNS7	   F	   25;7	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   103	   13	   8	   99	   47	   110	   75	  

AWNS8	   F	   18;11	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   82	   8	   6	   111	   77	   120	   91	  

AWNS9	   F	   21;9	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   94	   9	   9	   97	   42	   112	   79	  

AWNS10	   F	   20;3	  
Non-‐
stutterer	   106	   13	   9	   109	   73	   110	   75	  

AWS10	   M	   18;5	   Stutterer	   106	   12	   10	   96	   39	   118	   88	  
AWS11	   F	   26;7	   Stutterer	   124	   15	   13	   109	   73	   118	   88	  
AWS12	   M	   25;1	   Stutterer	   91	   11	   6	   89	   23	   90	   25	  
AWS13	   M	   21;3	   Stutterer	   112	   15	   9	   110	   75	   110	   75	  
AWS14	   F	   36;4	   Stutterer	   88	   10	   6	   86	   18	   95	   37	  
Note:	  PPVT	  =	  Peabody	  Picture	  Vocabulary	  Test-‐III	  (	  Lloyd	  M.	  Dunn	  and	  Leota	  M.	  Dunn	  1997).	  
CTOPP	  =	  Comprehensive	  Test	  of	  Phonological	  Processing	  (Richard	  K.	  Wagner,	  Joseph	  K.	  Torgesen	  and	  Carol	  A.	  Rashotte	  1999).	  
NWR	  =	  Nonword	  Repetition	  Subtest.	  MD	  =	  Memory	  for	  Digits	  Subtest.	  	  CS	  =	  Composite	  Score.	  
EVT	  =	  Expressive	  Vocabulary	  Test	  (Kathleen	  T.	  Williams	  1997).	  
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RESULTS 

To review, the purpose of the present study was to explore the phonological 

working memory ability of adults who stutter as compared to adults who do not stutter.  

Following the classic DRM paradigm, the participants were asked to repeat 12 words 

from four lists in each of three conditions: phonological, semantic, and hybrid.  We were 

interested in comparing the recall accuracy across these three conditions as well as the 

rate of production of the critical lure.  

RECALL ACCURACY 

To determine recall accuracy rates, a Repeated Measures ANOVA with the 

between-subjects factor of Group (adults who stutter vs. adults who do not stutter) and a 

within-subjects factor of Condition (phonological, semantic, hybrid) was conducted. The 

dependent variable was the mean number of accurate words recalled. Results revealed a 

main effect for Condition F(2,24) = 20.135, p < .0001, partial eta2 = .627. There was also 

a significant between-subjects difference F(1,12) = 59.927,  p < .0001, partial eta2 = .832. 

However, there was not a significant interaction between Group and Condition F(2,24) = 

2.372, p = .115, partial eta2 = .165 (See Figure 1).   
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Figure 1. Mean number of words accurately recalled 

 

CRITICAL LURE 

To determine rates of production of the critical lure, a Repeated Measures 

ANOVA with the between-subjects factor of Group (adults who stutter vs. adults who do 

not stutter) and a within-subjects factor of Condition (phonological, semantic, hybrid) 

was again conducted. However, the dependent variable for this second analysis was the 

mean number of critical lures produced. Results revealed a main effect for Condition 

F(2,24) = 44.710, p < .0001, partial eta2 = .788. There was also a significant between-

subjects difference F(1,12) = 285.482, p < .0001, partial eta2 = .960 and there was a 

significant interaction between Group and Condition F(2,24) = 44.710, p < .0001, partial 

eta2 = .788  (See Figure 2).   
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critical lures produced in the phonological condition between the adults who do versus 

the adults who do not stutter. However, there was a significant difference between the 

two talker groups for the semantic and hybrid conditions. The adults who do not stutter 

produced a significantly higher mean number of critical lures than the adults who stutter 

in each of these two conditions. Further analysis of the interaction revealed that for both 

groups the highest mean number of productions occurred in the hybrid condition with the 

lowest mean number of critical lure productions occurring in the phonological condition.  

Figure 2. Mean number of critical lures produced 
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DISCUSSION 

Across the language literature, evidence has indicated that adults who stutter have 

deficits in their phonological system.  Our investigation further explored this idea through 

the use of a technique that has not been previously applied to access the phonological 

system in adults who stutter.   Specifically, we employed the Deese-Roediger-McDermott 

(DRM) paradigm, wherein participants read lists of words that are organized according to 

semantic or phonological associations.  We analyzed both recall accuracy and whether or 

not the participant produced specified lure words in order to look at the phonological 

working memory differences between adults who do and do not stutter. 

For recall accuracy, our expected outcomes were that for both talker groups, the 

phonological list would be lowest, the semantic list would be highest, and the hybrid list 

would fall in between the rates of the other two list types.  For the critical lure piece, our 

expected outcomes were that for both talker groups, phonological lists would be the 

lowest and semantic lists would be in the middle.  Hybrid lists would be the most likely 

to produce the lure word due to an overadditive effect, which occurs when the rate of 

recall for the hybrid list words is significantly higher than an estimate based on the mean 

of recall from the semantic and phonological list words.  

RECALL ACCURACY 

 The results of this study confirm the stated hypothesis concerning 

veridical and false recall.  Both talker groups followed a pattern wherein the likelihood of 

veridical recall was lowest with lists of phonologically associated words, highest with 

lists of semantically related words, and in the middle with hybrid lists combining both 

phonological and semantic associate words.  
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As previously discussed, in accordance with the fuzzy trace theory, phonological 

lists carry verbatim trace information, whereas semantic lists carry gist information.  Due 

to the faster speed of decay of verbatim information in working memory, the 

experimental task in the present study resulted in the fewest words from the phonological 

lists and the most words from the semantic lists recalled accurately.  The gist trace is 

more stable in working memory, increasing rates of both false and overall word recall. 

For hybrid lists, the gist trace encoded when listening to the semantically related portion 

reinforces the verbatim trace created by the phonologically related portion, resulting in 

higher veridical recall than with phonological lists.   On the other hand, the gist trace is 

weaker than in the semantic condition due to less information, resulting in a relatively 

lower rate of accurate recall. 

 Although the relationship among conditions was the same across talker 

groups, adults who stutter recalled fewer words in all three conditions, evidence which is 

indeed suggestive of a deficit of working memory.   Mean differences between talker 

groups in the semantic and hybrid conditions were comparable, but the largest mean 

difference was observed in the phonological condition.  This effect may be explained in 

light of the available research on stutterers and subvocal rehearsal, which has suggested 

that adults who stutter have poorer subvocal rehearsal ability than adults who do not 

stutter (Bosshardt, 1990).  With the phonological lists, listeners must rely more on 

subvocal rehearsal as compared to the semantic or hybrid lists for accurate recall, lending 

support to the idea of a deficit in this area for adults who stutter. 
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CRITICAL LURE 

In terms of the rates of production of the critical lure word, the results of the 

present experiment did not bear out all stated expectations.   On the one hand, both talker 

groups produced the fewest lure words in the phonological condition, supporting the 

ideas that the verbatim trace decays faster in short-term memory, and that verbatim 

information is more directly linked to recollection rather than familiarity (Brainerd and 

Reyna, 2002), thus decreasing the likelihood of producing the lure word.   

On the other hand, both talker groups produced the most critical lures in the 

hybrid condition, reflecting the influence of the overadditive effect, which we predicted 

for adults who do not stutter, but not for adults who stutter.  According to Watson, 

Balota, & Roediger (2003), the effect can be accounted for by one of two lines of 

reasoning, one of which follows the fuzzy trace theory.  Specifically, they argue that 

uniquely constraining the critical lure word with converging semantic and phonological 

information makes it more likely to be produced than a combined mean of lists with just 

one type of information would suggest.  In the terminology of FTT, we can say that the 

verbatim trace given by phonological information is reinforced by the gist trace from the 

semantic condition, thus increasing the likelihood of producing the critical lure.   

Overall, both talker groups demonstrate comparable trends in critical lure 

production across all three conditions.  Still, the adults who do not stutter produced more 

critical lures than the adults who stutter, which suggests that the spreading activation of 

phonological and/or semantic information may be more efficient in typically fluent 

speakers, an efficiency that would support their ability to produce more fluent speech 

than their peers who do stutter. 
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

One important consideration is that the number of opportunities to produce a 

critical lure was so few that the data are compromised by floor effects due to zeros in the 

data corpus for the adults who stutter talker group.  This significantly diminishes the 

meaningfulness of the findings.  That being said, in future research efforts, if the 

opportunity to produce critical lures is greater in number and yet the results remain the 

same, then the ability to produce the critical lure may differentiate adults who do not 

stutter from those who do.  

Another limitation of the present experiment involves unequal, small sample size.  

The sample size (n=14) is not large enough to provide adequate power for broad 

interpretation of our statistical analyses.  Furthermore, the talker groups compared in this 

investigation were uneven (5 AWS, 9 AWNS), meaning that fine and gross comparisons 

between the two groups cannot be exact.  That is, the means of participant scores as well 

as perhaps the overall patterns observed may have been different with equal group sizes.  

In future research, efforts should be made to increase the overall number of participants 

as well as to match the number in each talker group more evenly. 
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CONCLUSION  

The present findings demonstrate that significant differences between adults who 

do and do not stutter can be observed through the use of the DRM paradigm when it is 

used to reveal variations in language abilities.   The patterns discerned through the use of 

lists differentiated by language domain are consistent with the ideas underlying fuzzy 

trace theory, a well-known model of short-term memory with abundant empirical 

support. We have argued that the results reinforce the already established idea of a 

phonological deficit, specifically in the areas of working memory capacity and efficiency, 

in adults who stutter.  Phonological deficits widely demonstrated to be present in children 

who stutter might persist in adults who continue to stutter.  As such, the results herein 

strengthen already existing evidence that phonological deficits are an essential 

characteristic of stuttering as a disorder and may contribute to the decreased fluency that 

characterizes this population. 
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Appendix A 

AWNS/AWS COUNTERBALANCING SHEET 
 

PARTICIPANT ID FALSE MEMORY ORDER DATE OF 
TESTING 

AWNS/AWS1 SEM-A PHO-B HSP-C  
AWNS/AWS2 SEM-A PHO-B HPS-C  
AWNS/AWS3 SEM-A PHO-C HSP-B  
AWNS/AWS4 SEM-A PHO-C HPS-B  
AWNS/AWS5 SEM-B PHO-A HSP-C  
AWNS/AWS6 SEM-B PHO-A HPS-C  
AWNS/AWS7 SEM-B PHO-C HSP-A  
AWNS/AWS8 SEM-B PHO-C HPS-A  
AWNS/AWS9 SEM-C PHO-A HSP-B  
AWNS/AWS10 SEM-C PHO-A HPS-B  
AWNS/AWS11 SEM-C PHO-B HSP-A  
AWNS/AWS12 SEM-C PHO-B HPS-A  
AWNS/AWS13 PHO-B SEM-A HSP-C  
AWNS/AWS14 PHO-B SEM-A HPS-C  
AWNS/AWS15 PHO-C SEM-A HSP-B  
AWNS/AWS16 PHO-C SEM-A HPS-B  
AWNS/AWS17 PHO-A SEM-B HSP-C  
AWNS/AWS18 PHO-A SEM-B HPS-C  
AWNS/AWS19 PHO-C SEM-B HSP-A  
AWNS/AWS20 PHO-C SEM-B HPS-A  
AWNS/AWS21 PHO-A SEM-C HSP-B  
AWNS/AWS22 PHO-A SEM-C HPS-B  
AWNS/AWS23 PHO-B SEM-C HSP-A  
AWNS/AWS24 PHO-B SEM-C HPS-A  
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Appendix B 

 SCORE SHEETS 
PARTICIPANT ID____________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-A 
SEM-1 (WET) 
Word slippery damp paint splash dry humid water dripping soak moist saturate sponge 
Answer              
 
SEM-2 (BAD) 
Word good  rotten harmful worse villain severe trouble awful terrible evil corrupt horrible 
Answer              
 
SEM-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce throw basket bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch pitch moth 
Answer              
 
SEM-4 (CAR) 
Word auto drive engine wreck garage motor van truck crash accident trunk tire 
Answer              
 
PHO-B 
PHO-5 (DOG) 
Word log dodge dug hog bog doff daub cog dock dawn fog dig 
Answer              
 
PHO-6 (FACE) 
Word fake vase fuss faith lace fail fain ace case fate fame race 
Answer              
 
PHO-7 (RIGHT) 
Word tight rye rife night bright rile ripe bite rat rot white rice 
Answer              
 
PHO-8 (MAN) 
Word can moon main fan tan pan mean map van ran mat mad 
Answer              
 
HSP-C 
HSP-9 (PEN) 
Word ink then marker ken pencil pain notebook peg point ben scribble pun 
Answer              
 
HSP-10 (RAIN) 
Word umbrella main weather wren cloud rave pour brain thunder raid puddle range 
Answer              
 
HSP-11 (MAIL) 
Word stamp nail receive mile letters make fax sail post mill address maid 
Answer              
 
HSP-12 (TOP) 
Word bottom stop hill tup roof bop pinnacle cop apex tape above pop 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID_____________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-A 
SEM-1 (WET) 
Word slippery damp paint splash dry humid water dripping soak moist saturate sponge 
Answer              
 
SEM-2 (BAD) 
Word good  rotten harmful worse villain severe trouble awful terrible evil corrupt horrible 
Answer              
 
SEM-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce throw basket bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch pitch moth 
Answer              
 
SEM-4 (CAR) 
Word auto drive engine wreck garage motor van truck crash accident trunk tire 
Answer              
 
PHO-B 
PHO-5 (DOG) 
Word log dodge dug hog bog doff daub cog dock dawn fog dig 
Answer              
 
PHO-6 (FACE) 
Word fake vase fuss faith lace fail fain ace case fate fame race 
Answer              
 
PHO-7 (RIGHT) 
Word tight rye rife night bright rile ripe bite rat rot white rice 
Answer              
 
PHO-8 (MAN) 
Word can moon main fan tan pan mean map van ran mat mad 
Answer              
 
HPS-C 
HPS-9 (PEN) 
Word pan paper hen eraser pawn writing fen Bic when mark pine pal 
Answer              
 
HPS-10 (RAIN) 
Word train drench ran hail pain dew raise storm bane wind rate acid 
Answer              
 
HPS-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal deliver mate bills hail send mall express veil Zip mole envelope 
Answer              
 
HPS-12 (TOP) 
Word mop peak tap over chop summit tock zenith hop spin taupe ceiling 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID_______________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-A 
SEM-1 (WET) 
Word slippery damp paint splash dry humid water dripping soak moist saturate sponge 
Answer              
 
SEM-2 (BAD) 
Word good  rotten harmful worse villain severe trouble awful terrible evil corrupt horrible 
Answer              
 
SEM-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce throw basket bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch pitch moth 
Answer              
 
SEM-4 (CAR) 
Word auto drive engine wreck garage motor van truck crash accident trunk tire 
Answer              
 
 
PHO-C 
PHO-9 (PEN) 
Word pan then hen ken pawn pain fen peg when ben pine pun 
Answer              
 
PHO-10 (RAIN) 
Word train main ran wren pain rave raise brain bane raid rate range 
Answer              
 
PHO-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal nail mate mile hail make mall sail veil mill mole maid 
Answer              
 
PHO-12 (TOP) 
Word mop stop tap tup chop bop tock cop hop tape taupe pop 
Answer              
 
 
HSP-B 
HSP-5 (DOG) 
Word hound dodge bite hog pet doff bone cog cat dawn paw dig 
Answer              
 
HSP-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth vase nose faith frown fail makeup ace head fate moustache race 
Answer              
 
HSP-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct rye equal night fair rile left bite angle rot mistake rice 
Answer              
 
HSP-8 (MAN) 
Word woman moon sir fan super pan person map mister ran uncle mad 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID_______________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-C 
SEM-9 (PEN) 
Word ink paper marker eraser pencil writing notebook Bic point mark scribble pal 
Answer              
 
SEM-10 (RAIN) 
Word umbrella drench weather hail cloud dew pour storm thunder wind puddle acid 
Answer              
 
SEM-11 (MAIL) 
Word stamp deliver receive bills letters send fax express post zip address envelope 
Answer              
 
SEM-12 (TOP) 
Word bottom peak hill over roof summit pinnacle zenith apex spin above ceiling 
Answer              
 
 
PHO-A 
PHO-1 (WET) 
Word vet watt wheat pet west bet wed well net let welt wit 
Answer              
 
PHO-2 (BAD) 
Word had  lad bat bag bud band dad bide bid pad ad bed 
Answer              
 
PHO-3 (BALL) 
Word doll bile bail balk wall fall bald pall tall bill bell all 
Answer              
 
PHO-4 (CAR) 
Word char call care are card carp cot core par scar cart far 
Answer              
 
HPS-B 
HPS-5 (DOG) 
Word log puppy dug mutt bog beware daub tail dock animal fog poodle 
Answer              
 
HPS-6 (FACE) 
Word fake expression fuss eyes lace wrinkle fain cheek case mask fame beard 
Answer              
 
HPS-7 (RIGHT) 
Word tight perfect rife accurate bright justify ripe turn rat answer white wrong 
Answer              
 
HPS-8 (MAN) 
Word can guy main boss tan lady mean fellow van bachelor mat con 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID______________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-A 
SEM-1 (WET) 
Word slippery damp paint splash dry humid water dripping soak moist saturate sponge 
Answer              
 
SEM-2 (BAD) 
Word good  rotten harmful worse villain severe trouble awful terrible evil corrupt horrible 
Answer              
 
SEM-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce throw basket bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch pitch moth 
Answer              
 
SEM-4 (CAR) 
Word auto drive engine wreck garage motor van truck crash accident trunk tire 
Answer              
 
 
PHO-C 
PHO-9 (PEN) 
Word pan then hen ken pawn pain fen peg when ben pine pun 
Answer              
 
PHO-10 (RAIN) 
Word train main ran wren pain rave raise brain bane raid rate range 
Answer              
 
PHO-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal nail mate mile hail make mall sail veil mill mole maid 
Answer              
 
PHO-12 (TOP) 
Word mop stop tap tup chop bop tock cop hop tape taupe pop 
Answer              
 
 
 
HPS-B 
HPS-5 (DOG) 
Word log puppy dug mutt bog beware daub tail dock animal fog poodle 
Answer              
 
HPS-6 (FACE) 
Word fake expression fuss eyes lace wrinkle fain cheek case mask fame beard 
Answer              
 
HPS-7 (RIGHT) 
Word tight perfect rife accurate bright justify ripe turn rat answer white wrong 
Answer              
 
HPS-8 (MAN) 
Word can guy main boss tan lady mean fellow van bachelor mat con 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID______________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-B 
SEM-5 (DOG) 
Word hound puppy bite mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal paw poodle 
Answer              
 
SEM-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth expression nose eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head mask moustache beard 
Answer              
 
SEM-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct perfect equal accurate fair justify left turn angle answer mistake wrong 
Answer              
 
SEM-8 (MAN) 
Word woman guy sir boss super lady person fellow mister bachelor uncle con 
Answer              
 
 
PHO-A 
PHO-1 (WET) 
Word vet watt wheat pet west bet wed well net let welt wit 
Answer              
 
PHO-2 (BAD) 
Word had  lad bat bag bud band dad bide bid pad ad bed 
Answer              
 
PHO-3 (BALL) 
Word doll bile bail balk wall fall bald pall tall bill bell all 
Answer              
 
PHO-4 (CAR) 
Word char call care are card carp cot core par scar cart far 
Answer              
 
 
HSP-C 
HSP-9 (PEN) 
Word ink then marker ken pencil pain notebook peg point ben scribble pun 
Answer              
 
HSP-10 (RAIN) 
Word umbrella main weather wren cloud rave pour brain thunder raid puddle range 
Answer              
 
HSP-11 (MAIL) 
Word stamp nail receive mile letters make fax sail post mill address maid 
Answer              
 
HSP-12 (TOP) 
Word bottom stop hill tup roof bop pinnacle cop apex tape above pop 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID______________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-B 
SEM-5 (DOG) 
Word hound puppy bite mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal paw poodle 
Answer              
 
SEM-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth expression nose eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head mask moustache beard 
Answer              
 
SEM-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct perfect equal accurate fair justify left turn angle answer mistake wrong 
Answer              
 
SEM-8 (MAN) 
Word woman guy sir boss super lady person fellow mister bachelor uncle con 
Answer              
 
 
PHO-A 
PHO-1 (WET) 
Word vet watt wheat pet west bet wed well net let welt wit 
Answer              
 
PHO-2 (BAD) 
Word had  lad bat bag bud band dad bide bid pad ad bed 
Answer              
 
PHO-3 (BALL) 
Word doll bile bail balk wall fall bald pall tall bill bell all 
Answer              
 
PHO-4 (CAR) 
Word char call care are card carp cot core par scar cart far 
Answer              
 
 
HPS-C 
HPS-9 (PEN) 
Word pan paper hen eraser pawn writing fen Bic when mark pine pal 
Answer              
 
HPS-10 (RAIN) 
Word train drench ran hail pain dew raise storm bane wind rate acid 
Answer              
 
HPS-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal deliver mate bills hail send mall express veil Zip mole envelope 
Answer              
 
HPS-12 (TOP) 
Word mop peak tap over chop summit tock zenith hop spin taupe ceiling 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID______________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-B 
SEM-5 (DOG) 
Word hound puppy bite mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal paw poodle 
Answer              
 
SEM-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth expression nose eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head mask moustache beard 
Answer              
 
SEM-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct perfect equal accurate fair justify left turn angle answer mistake wrong 
Answer              
 
SEM-8 (MAN) 
Word woman guy sir boss super lady person fellow mister bachelor uncle con 
Answer              
 
PHO-C 
PHO-9 (PEN) 
Word pan then hen ken pawn pain fen peg when ben pine pun 
Answer              
 
PHO-10 (RAIN) 
Word train main ran wren pain rave raise brain bane raid rate range 
Answer              
 
PHO-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal nail mate mile hail make mall sail veil mill mole maid 
Answer              
 
PHO-12 (TOP) 
Word mop stop tap tup chop bop tock cop hop tape taupe pop 
Answer              
 
 
HSP-A 
HSP-1 (WET) 
Word slippery watt paint pet dry bet water well soak let saturate wit 
Answer              
 
HSP-2 (BAD) 
Word good  lad harmful bag villain band trouble bide terrible pad corrupt bed 
Answer              
 
HSP-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce bile basket balk golf fall tennis pall round bill pitch all 
Answer              
 
HSP-4 (CAR) 
Word auto call engine are garage carp van core crash scar trunk far 
Answer              
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PARTICIPANT ID_____________   TODAY’S DATE _______________ 
SEM-B 
SEM-5 (DOG) 
Word hound puppy bite mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal paw poodle 
Answer              
 
SEM-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth expression nose eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head mask moustache beard 
Answer              
 
SEM-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct perfect equal accurate fair justify left turn angle answer mistake wrong 
Answer              
 
SEM-8 (MAN) 
Word woman guy sir boss super lady person fellow mister bachelor uncle con 
Answer              
 
PHO-C 
PHO-9 (PEN) 
Word pan then hen ken pawn pain fen peg when ben pine pun 
Answer              
 
PHO-10 (RAIN) 
Word train main ran wren pain rave raise brain bane raid rate range 
Answer              
 
PHO-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal nail mate mile hail make mall sail veil mill mole maid 
Answer              
 
PHO-12 (TOP) 
Word mop stop tap tup chop bop tock cop hop tape taupe pop 
Answer              
 
 
HPS-A 
HPS-1 (WET) 
Word vet damp wheat splash west humid wed dripping net moist welt sponge 
Answer              
 
HPS-2 (BAD) 
Word had  rotten bat worse bud severe dad awful bid evil ad horrible 
Answer              
 
HPS-3 (BALL) 
Word doll throw bail bowling wall play bald soccer tall catch bell moth 
Answer              
 
HPS-4 (CAR) 
Word char drive care wreck card motor cot truck par accident cart tire 
Answer              
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